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1    Introduction 
 
In [6, p, 37, ], Serre and Bass introduced the concepts of graphs of groups and 
their fundamental groups under the condition that the edge of a graph does not 
equal its inverse, and find the structures of trees where those groups act without 
inversions. In [2], Mahmood generalized the above concepts to quasi graphs of 
groups, and fundamental groups of quasi graphs of groups where the case an edge 
of the graph equals its inverse is allowed, and in [3], find the structures of trees 
where those groups act with inversions. The aim of this paper is to find the 
structures of subgroups of fundamental groups of quasi graphs of groups.  
This paper is divided into 5 sections. In section 2, we give preliminary definitions 
and notations related to groups acting on connected graphs with inversions. In 
section 3, we introduce the structures of groups acting on trees with inversions. In 
section 4, we find the structures of the subgroups of groups acting on trees with 
inversions. In section 5, we apply the main result of section 4 to find the structures 
of the subgroups of the fundamental groups of quasi graphs of groups.  
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2    Groups acting on graphs with inversions 
 
We recall some basic definitions and properties of graphs. 
A quasi graph X consists of two disjoint sets V(X), ( the vertices of X) and E(X), 
(the edges of X), with V(X) non-empty, together with three functions  

0∂ : E(X)→V(X), 1∂ : E(X)→V(X), and η :E(X)→E(X) satisfying the conditions 
that 0110 , ∂=∂∂=∂ ηη , and η  is an involution fixing some elements of E(X). For 
simplicity, if e∈E(X), we write 0∂ (e) = o(e), 1∂ (e) = t(e), and η (e) = e .  
This implies that o(e ) = t(e), t(e ) = o(e), and e  = e.  
There are obvious definitions of subtrees, morphisms of graphs and Aut(X), the 
set of all automorphisms of the graph X which is a group under the composition 
of morphisms. For more details we refer the readers to [1] , [5] and [6].  
A subtree Λ of the connected quasi graph X is called maximum if V(Λ ) = V(X). 
 An orientation of a quasi graph X is a set of edges of X consisting of exactly one 
member of each of },{ ee for which e e≠ , together every edge f  of X if ff = . 
We say that a group G acts on a graph X if there is a group homomorphism   
φ : G →  Aut(X).  If x∈X (vertex or edge) and g∈G, we write g(x) for (φ (g))(x). 
Thus, if g∈G, and y∈E(X), then g(o(y)) = o(g(y)), g(t(y)) = t(g(y)), and 
  g( y ) = )(yg .  The case g(y) = y  for g∈G and y∈E(X) may occur. That is, G 
acts with inversions on X.  
 
 Definition 2.1. Let G be a group acting on the quasi connected graph X with 
inversions. For x, y∈X (vertices or edges), define the following sets.  
(1) G(x) = {g(x): g∈G}.This set is called the orbit of x.  
(2) G(x→y) = {g∈G: g(x) = y}, and G(x→x) = xG , the stabilizer of x.  

         Thus, G(x→y) ≠ Ø if and only if x and y are in the same orbit. That is; 
         G(x) = G(y). 

If y∈E(X) and u∈{o(y), t(y)}, then yG = yG and uy GG ≤ . 
 

 
3    Structures of groups acting on trees with inversions 

  
     Definition 3.1. Let G be a group acting on a tree X with inversions, T and Y be 
two subtrees of X such that T ⊆Y, and each edge of Y has at least one end in T. 
Assume that T and Y are satisfying the following. 

         (i) T contains exactly one vertex from each vertex orbit. 
         (ii) Y contains exactly one edge y(say) from edge orbit if  
         G(y→ y ) = Ø, and exactly one pair x, x  from each edge orbit if  
         G(x→ x ) ≠ Ø.  
         Then T is called a tree of representatives for the action of G on X and  
         Y is called a transversal for the action of G on X. 
         For simplicity we say that (T; Y) is a fundamental domain for the action of G on 

X. We have the following sets of edges of Y. 
(1) 0E (Y) = E(T);  
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         (2) 1E (Y) ={e∈E(Y): o(e)∈V(T), t(e)∉E(T), G(e→e ) = Ø}, and  
         (3) 2E (Y) ={e∈E(Y): o(e)∈V(T), t(e)∉E(T), G(e→e ) ≠ Ø}. 
          It is clear that )()()()()()( 21210 YEYEYEYETEYE ∪∪∪∪= , where 

.2,1)},(:{)( =∈= iYEeeYE ii  
              In this section, G is a group acting on a tree X with inversions, and (T; Y) is a 

fundamental domain for the action of G on X.  
Let 0E (Y) , 1E (Y), and 2E (Y) be as above. 

            The purpose of this section is to find the presentation of G in terms of the 
presentations of the vertex stabilizers vG , v∈V(T).  

            The properties of T imply the following elementary proposition. The proof is 
clear. 

            Proposition 3.2. For any v∈V(X), there exists a unique vertex denoted 
           v* ∈V(T) such that G(v*→ v) ≠ Ø. That is, g(v*) = v, g∈G. 

v* is called the representative of v under G. 
 
It is clear that for every edge e∈E(Y), we have G((t(e))*→ t(e)) ≠ Ø and 
G(o(e)→ (o(e))*) ≠ Ø. This implies the following definition. 
 
   Definition 3.3. For every e∈E(Y), there exists an element denoted [e] ∈G such 
that t(e) = [e]((t(e))*), and [e] satisfies the following.  
(1) If e∈ 0E (Y), then [e] = 1; 
(2) If e∈ 1E (Y), then 1][][ −= ee ; 
(3) If e∈ 2E (Y), then ][][ ee = . 
 
[e] is called the value of the edge e in G. 
   
It is  if e ∈E(Y), then ))*((

1 ][][ ete GeGe ≤−  and ))*((
1][][ eoe GeGe ≤− . 

 
   Convention. The following notations are needed to find the structures of 
groups acting on trees with inversions. 
 (1) If  v∈V(T), let )()( vv GrelGgen  stand for any presentation of vG , 
where )( vGgen is the set of generating symbols of vG and )( vGrel is the set of 
relations of vG . 
 (2) If m∈ 0E (Y), let mG  = mG  stand for the set of relations )()( gwgw ′= , where g 
is in the set of  generators of mG , and )(gw and )(gw′ are words in the generating 
symbols of )(mtG  and )(moG  of value g respectively.  

(3) If y∈ 1E (Y), let y. 11 ].[][ −− yyGy y  = yG  stand for the set of the 

relations )][]([).(. 11 −− = ygywygwy , where g is in the set of generating 
symbols of  yG , and, )(gw  and ])[]([ 1 ygyw − are words in the generating 

symbols of ))*(( ytG  and )( yoG  of values g and 1][][ −ygy respectively. 
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(4) If x∈ 2E (Y), let x. 1. −xGx  = xG stand for the set of the 
relations )][]([).(. 11 −− = xgxwxgwx , where g is in the generating symbols of 

xG , and, )(gw and )][]([ 1−xgxw are words in the generating symbols of )( xoG  

of values g and 1][][ −xgx respectively. Moreover, 22 ][xx =  stands for the 
relation )]([ 22 xwx = , where ]]([ 2xw  is a word in the generating symbols of 

)( xoG  of value 2][x . 
Now we state the main theorem of this section. 
 
   Theorem 3.4. Let G be a group acting on a tree X with inversions, and (T; Y) be a 
fundamental domain for the action of G on X. Then. 
(I) G is generated by the following. 
(1) the generators of vG , v∈V(T); 
(2) [y], y∈ 1E (Y); 
(3) [x],  x∈ 2E (Y).  
(II) G has the presentation )()( YRYS , where S(Y)  is the set of generating symbols 
of the following forms.  
(1) gen( vG ), the set of generating symbols of vG , where v∈V(T);  
(2) The set of symbols y, where y∈ 1E (Y); 
(3) The set of symbols x, where x∈ 2E (Y). 
R(Y)  is the set of  relations the following forms  
(1) rel( vG ), the set of relations of the presentation of vG , v∈V(T); 
(2) mm GG = , m∈ 0E (Y); 
(3) yy GyyGyy =−− 11 ].[].[ , y∈ 1E (Y); 

(4) xx GxGx =−1.. ; x∈ 2E (Y). 
(5) 22 ][xx = , x∈ 2E (Y). 
Equivalently, G has the presentation 

22111 ][,..,].[].[,),(,),( xxGxGxGyyGyyGGGrelxyGgen xxyymmvv ==== −−−  

via the mapping vG → vG , y→[y], x→[x]. 
Proof. See [5, Th. 5.1]. 
 
 
 
4    Subgroups of Groups acting on Trees with inversions 

             
             In this section, G is a group acting on a tree X with inversions, (T; Y) is a 

fundamental domain for the action of G on X, 0E (Y), 1E (Y), and 2E (Y) are the 
sets of edges introduced in Definition 3.1.  

            Let H be a subgroup of G. The purpose of this section is to find the generators and 
relations of the presentation of H.  

            Definition 2.1 implies the following proposition. The proof is clear. 
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Proposition 4.1. For x, y∈X (vertices or edges), the following holds. 
(1) H(x→y) ≠ Ø if and only if G(x→y) ≠ Ø, and H∩G(x→y) ≠ Ø. 
(2) The stabilizer xH of x under H is xH = H∩ xG . 
(3) If x∈E(X), then H(x→ x ) ≠ ∅ if and only if xgGH ∩ ≠ ∅, for any g∈G 
such that g(x) = x . 
 

              Definition 4.2. For each vertex v∈V(T), and each edge  
            e∈ 0E (Y)∪ 1E (Y) ∪ 2E (Y), define the following. 
            (a) vD  is a double coset representative system for G mod (H, vG ) 
            (b) g

eD  and g
eD   are  any double coset representative systems for  

           )(eoG  mod( HggG eo
1

)(
−∩ , eG ), and 

            ))*(( etG  mod( HggG et
1

))*((
−∩ , ][][ 1 eGe y

− )  
            respectively containing 1, but otherwise arbitrary, g∈G. 
            For more details of the structures of vD , g

eD  and g
eD we refer the readers to 

           [4]. 
 
            Lemma 4.3. Let  e∈ 0E (Y)∪ 1E (Y)∪ 2E (Y) and w∈G. Then there exist unique 

elements ))*((][ etDew ∈ , g
eDew ∈][ , and ee Gg ∈ such that 

.][][][
11

Hewewewge ∈
−−

 
             
            Proof.   
            tg(e) = w((t(e))  

        = w[e]((t(e))*), Definition 3.3, 
                    = ))*)(((][1 etaewh , where 1h ∈ H, ))*((][ etDew ∈ is the representative of  

                                                   w[e] in ))*(( etD where ][ew is unique, and ))*(( etGa∈ , 

         = ))*)(](([][][][ 1
1 etegeewkewh e

− , where ][][
1

))*(( ewHewGk et
−

∩∈ , ][ew   

                                    is the representative of a in g
eD , ][ew  is unique, and ee Ga ∈ , 

                 = ))*)(](([][][][][][ 1
2

1

1 etegeewewhewewh e
−−

, where  

                                                           Hhewhewk ∈=
−

22

1
,][][ , 

                 = ))*)(](([][][][ 1 etegeewewh e
− , where Hhhh ∈= 21 . 

            We take Hewewewgegeewewewh ee ∈==
−−

−− 11
11 ][][][])[][][][]([ , where 

1−= ee ag . This completes the proof. 
            Remark. Denote the element h defined above by ew,δ . 
 
            Corollary 4.4. If e∈ 0E (Y)∪ 1E (Y)∪ 2E (Y) and w∈G such that w[e]∈ ))*(( etD , 

then ew,δ = 1. 
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            Proof. Since w[e]∈ ))*(( etD , it is clear that w[e] = ][ew , ][ew = 1 and eg = 1.       

Consequently ew,δ = 1. This completes the proof. 
 

Corollary 4.5. If e∈ 2E (Y), a∈ )(eoD , b∈ a
eD , and 11][ −−∩ abGeabH e  ≠ ∅, 

            then ][eab  = a, ][eab  = b, and 11
, ][ −−= abeabeabδ . 

            Proof. e∈ 2E (Y) implies that (t(e))* = o(e), ee GeGe =− ][][ 1 ,  
           )(eoD = ))*(( etD , and  a

eD  = a
eD . The condition 11][ −−∩ abGeabH e  ≠ ∅ implies that 

ab[e] = hab eg , where h∈H, and eg ∈ eG . Then by Lemma 4.3 we have ][eab  = a, 

and ][eab  = b. Consequently 11
, ][ −−= abeabeabδ . This completes the proof. 

 
            Lemma 4.6. Let  e∈ 0E (Y)∪ 1E (Y)∪ 2E (Y), and g∈G. Then  
           (1) H(g(e)→g( e )) = ∅ if e∈ 0E (Y)∪ 1E (Y), 
           (2) H(g(e)→g( e )) ≠ ∅ if e∈ 2E (Y), and 1][ −∩ gGegH e ≠ ∅. 
           (3) H(g(e)→g( e )) = ∅ if e∈ 2E (Y), and =∩ −1][ gGegH e ∅. 
           Proof. (1) If H(g(e)→g( e )) ≠ ∅, then H(g(e)) = H(g( e )). This implies that 

G(g(e)) = G(g( e )). Then G(e) = G( e ). So G(e→e ) ≠ ∅. This contradicts the 
assumption that e∈ 0E (Y)∪ 1E (Y). 

            (2) If e∈ 2E (Y), and 1][ −∩ gGegH e ≠ ∅, then [e](e) = e , and there exists two 
elements h∈H, and k∈ eG  such that h = g[e]k 1−g . 

           Then h(g(e)) = g[e]k 1−g (g(e)) = g[e]k(e) = g[e](e) = g( e ) = )(eg . 
           This implies that H(g(e))= Hg( e )), or equivalently, H(g(e)→g( e )) ≠ ∅. 
           (3) Follows from (2). This completes the proof. 
            
           The main result of this section is the following theorem. 

 
              Theorem 4.7. Let G be a group acting on a tree X with inversions,  

(T; Y) be a fundamental domain for the action of G on X, and H be a subgroup of 
G. Then. 
 (I)  H is generated by the elements of the following forms: 
 (1) The generators of H∩ 1−aaGv , where a∈ vD  and v∈V(T); 
(2) mab,δ , where a∈ )(moD , and b∈ a

mD  such that ab∉ )(mtD ;  

(3) yab,δ , where a∈ )( yoD , and b∈ a
yD  such that ab[y]∉ ))*(( ytD ; 

(4) xab,δ , where a∈ )(xoD , and b∈ a
xD  such that ab[x]∉ )( xoD  

and 11][ −−∩ abGxabH x  = ∅; 
(5) ab[x] 11 −− ab , where a∈ )( xoD , and b∈ a

xD  such that ab[x]∉ )(xoD , and   
11][ −−∩ abGxabH x  ≠ ∅. 
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(II) H has the presentation RS , where S is the set of generating symbols of the 
following forms: 
(1) The generating symbols gen(H∩ 1−aaGv ) of H∩ 1−aaGv , where a∈ vD and 
v∈V(T); 
(2) The symbols of the form ab(m), where a∈ )(moD , and b∈ a

mD  such that 
ab∉ )(mtD ;  

(3) The symbols of the form ab(y), where a∈ )( yoD , and b∈ a
yD  such that 

ab[y]∉ ))*(( ytD ; 

(4) The symbols of the form ab(x), where a∈ )( xoD , and b∈ a
xD  such that 

ab[x]∉ )( xoD . 
R is the set of relations of the following forms: 
(1) The relations rel(H∩ 1−aaGv ) of H∩ 1−aaGv , where a∈ vD and v∈V(T); 
(2) H∩ 11 −− ababGm  = H∩ 11 −− ababGm , where a∈ )(moD  and b∈ a

mD  such that 
ab∈ )(mtD ; 

(3) H∩ 111 ][][ −−− abyGyab y  = H∩ 11 −− ababGy , where a∈ )( yoD  and b∈ a
yD  such 

that ab[y]∈ )( ytD ; 

(4) H∩ 11 −− ababGx  = H∩ 11 −− ababGx , where a∈ )(xoD  and b∈ a
xD  such that 

ab[x]∈ )( xoD  and H∩ 11][ −− abGxab x  = ∅; 

(5) =∩ −− 11
,, ))().().(( mabGHmab mabmmab δδ 11 −−∩ ababGH m , where a∈ )(moD  and 

b∈ a
mD  such that ab∉ )(mtD ; 

(6) =∩ −−− 11
,

1
, ))().(][][).(( yabyGyHyab yabyyab δδ 11 −−∩ ababGH y ; 

where a∈ )( yoD  and b∈ a
yD  such that ab[y]∉ )( ytD . 

(7) =∩ −− 11
,, ))().().(( xabGHxab xabxxab δδ 11 −−∩ ababGH x , where 

 a∈ )(xoD , and b∈ a
xD  such that ab[x]∉ )(xoD , and H∩ 11][ −− abGxab x  = ∅; 

(8) =∩ −−− 111 ))().().(( xabababGHxab x
11 −−∩ ababGH x , where, a∈ )(xoD , and 

b∈ a
xD  such that ab[x]∉ )( xoD , and H∩ 11][ −− abGxab x  ≠ ∅, 

(9) 1122 ][))(( −−= abxabxab , where a∈ )(xoD , and b∈ a
xD  such that ab[x]∉ )( xoD  

and H∩ 11][ −− abGxab x  ≠ ∅. 
 
Proof. The fundamental domain ( HT , HY ) for the action of H on X is obtained in 
[4] as follows.  
V( HT ) = {d(v): v∈V(T), d∈ vD }, and E( HT ) is the set of edges 
{ab(e), ab( e ): e∈ 0E (Y)∪ 1E (Y)∪ 2E (Y), a∈ )(eoD , b∈ a

eD , ab∈ ))*(( etD }. 
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HY consists of the edges of the forms ab(e), and ab( e ), where  
e∈ 0E (Y)∪ 1E (Y)∪ 2E (Y), a∈ )(eoD and b∈ a

eD , and their terminals. 
Similar to the structures of the sets of edges 0E (Y), 1E (Y), and 2E (Y) introduced 
in Definition 3.1, the structures of the sets of edges 0E ( HY ), 1E ( HY ), and 

2E ( HY ) can be formed by using Lemma 4.3 as follows.  

0E ( HY ) = E( HT ) consists of the set of edges of the following forms. 
(a) ab(m), where a∈ )(moD , and b∈ a

mD  such that ab∈ )(mtD ; 

(b) ab(y), where a∈ )( yoD , and b∈ a
yD  such that ab[y]∈ ))*(( ytD ; 

(c) ab(x), where a∈ )(xoD  and b∈ a
xD  such that ab[x]∈ )( xoD  and 

 H∩ 11][ −− abGxab x  = ∅. 

1E ( HY ) consists of the set of edges of the following forms. 
(a) ab(m), where a∈ )(moD  and b∈ a

mD  such that ab∉ )(mtD ; 

(b) ab(y), where a∈ )( yoD , and b∈ a
yD  such that ab[y]∉ ))*(( ytD ; 

(c) ab(x), where a∈ )( xoD  and b∈ a
xD  such that ab [x]∉ )(xoD  and 

H∩ 11][ −− abGxab x  = ∅. 

2E ( HY ) consists of the set of edges of the form: 
ab(x), where a∈ )(xoD , and b∈ a

xD  such that ab[x]∉ )(xoD , and  

H∩ 11][ −− abGxab x  ≠ ∅, 
It is clear that the H -edge stabilizers of the edges ab(m), ab(y), and ab(x) 
are 11

)(
−−∩= ababGHH mmab , 11

)(
−−∩= ababGHH yyab  and  

11
)(

−−∩= ababGHH xxab . 
Now we find the representatives of the vertices of X under H similar to the 
representatives of the vertices of X under G introduced in Proposition 3.2.  
For every vertex v∈V(X), there exists an element f∈G ( not unique) such that  
v = f(v*) = h f a(v*), where h∈H, f ∈ *vD , the representative of f,  
f is unique, a∈ *vG , and v* is the  representative of v under G. 

Then v =  h f (v*), because a∈ *vG . 
We take f (v*)∈ V( HT ) to be the representative of v under H. 
If  v = g(v*), then similar to above we have f  (v*) = g (v*). The structure of *vD  
implies that f  = g . Denote the representative of the vertex v∈V(X) under H by 

Θv . Then Θv = d( *v ), where d∈ *vD , d is unique. This implies that for any g∈G, 
and any v∈V(X) we have  *)(*))(( vgvg =Θ  …………..…..….. (1) 
where *vDg ∈ , the representative of g in *vDg ∈ , g is unique. 
Now we show that the value [ab(e)] of the edge ab(e)  of HY  under H similar to 
the values of the edges of Y under G as in Definition 3.3 is [ab(e)] = eab,δ . 
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 Let  e∈ 0E (Y)∪ 1E (Y)∪ 2E (Y), a∈ )(eoD , and b∈ a

eD  such that ab[e]∉ ))*(( etD . We 

need to prove that )))((((,
Θeabteabδ  = t( ab (e)), eab,δ = 1 if ab(e)∈ 0E ( HY ) and 

)())((, eabeabeab =δ  if ab(e)∈ 2E ( HY ). 

           By Lemma 4.3 we have =eab,δ Heabeabeabge ∈
−− 11

][][][ , where ))*((][ etDeab ∈ , 
][][ eab

eDeab ∈  and ee Gg ∈  Then 

           )))((((,
Θeabteabδ  = 

11
][][][
−−

eabeabeabge )))(((( Θetab  

                                         = 
11

][][][
−−

eabeabeabge ))))*)(](([(( Θeteab   

                                         = 
11

][][][
−−

eabeabeabge ))*)((][( eteab  from (1) 

                                         = 
1

][][
−

eabeabge ))*)((( et   

                                         = ][eabge ))*)(( et , because ))*((][ etGeab ∈  
                                         = eabg (t(e)), Definition 3.3 
                                         = t( eabg (e)) 
                                        = t( ab (e)), because ee Gg ∈ . 
            If ab(e)∈ 0E ( HY ), then by Corollary 4.4 we have eab,δ  = 1. 

           If e∈ 2E (Y), and 11][ −−∩ abGeabH e ≠ ∅, then by Corollary 4.5 we have  
           11

, ][ −−= abeabeabδ . Then  

          ))((][))(( 11
, eababeabeabeab

−−=δ  
                             )]([ eeab=  
                             )(eab= , Definition 3.3-(3)  
                             )(eab= .   

From above we have  [ab(e)] = eab,δ . 
           Now we  apply Theorem 3.4 as follows.  
           (i) Replace the vertices and their G-stabilizers of V(T) by the vertices and their H-

stabilizers of  V( HT ) in the generators (1) and relations (1). We get  the 
generators (1) and relations (1) of  Theorem 4.7.  
(ii) Replace the values of the edges of 1E (Y)∪ 2E (Y) in the generators (2), and (3) 
by the values of the edges of 1E ( HY )∪ 2E ( HY ).  
We get  the generators (2), (3), (4), and (5) of  Theorem 4.7. 
(iii) Replace the edges of 1E (Y)∪ 2E (Y)  in the generating symbols  (2), and (3) by 
the values of the edges of 1E ( HY )∪ 2E ( HY ).  
We get  the generating symbols  (2), (3), and (4) of  Theorem 4.7. 
(iv) Replace the edges and their G-stabilizers of 0E (Y)  in the relations (2) by the 
edges and their H-stabilizers of 0E (Y). We get  the relations  (2), (3), and (4) of  
Theorem 4.7. 
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(v) Replace the edges and their G-stabilizers of 0E (Y)  in the relations (2) by the 
edges and their H-stabilizers of  0E ( HY ). We get  the relations  (2), (3), and (4) of  
Theorem 4.7. 
 (vi) Replace the edges, their values, and their G-stabilizers of 1E (Y) in the relations 
(3) by the edges, their values,  and their H-stabilizers of 1E ( HY ). We get  the relations  
(5), (6), and (7) of  Theorem 4.7. 
(vii) Replace the edges, their values, and their G-stabilizers of 2E (Y) in the relations 
(4) and (5) by the edges, their values,  and their H-stabilizers of 2E ( HY ). We get  the 
relations (8) and (9) of Theorem 4.7. 

            The above operations shows that H has the given set of generators and the given 
presentation. This completes the proof.  

 
           By taking 2E (Y) = ∅ , we get the  structures of subgroups of groups acting on 

trees without inversions as in  following corollary of Theorem 4.7. 
 
              Corollary 4.8.  Let G be a group acting on a tree X without inversions,  

(T; Y) be a fundamental domain for the action of G on X and  H be a subgroup of 
G. Then. 
(I)  H is generated by the elements of the following forms: 
(1) The generators of H∩ 1−aaGv , where a∈ vD , v∈V(T); 
(2) mab,δ , where a∈ )(moD , and b∈ a

mD  such that ab∉ )(mtD ;  

(3) yab,δ , where a∈ )( yoD , and b∈ a
yD  such that ab[y]∉ ))*(( ytD . 

(II) H has the presentation RS , where S is the set of generating symbols of the 
following forms: 
(1) The generating symbols gen(H∩ 1−aaGv ) of H∩ 1−aaGv , where a∈ vD  and  
v∈V(T); 
(2) The symbols of the form ab(m), where a∈ )(moD , and b∈ a

mD  such that 
ab∉ )(mtD ;  

(3) The symbols of the form ab(y), where a∈ )( yoD , and b∈ a
yD  such that 

ab[y]∉ ))*(( ytD . 
R is the set of relations of the following forms: 
(1) The relations rel(H∩ 1−aaGv ) of H∩ 1−aaGv , where a∈ vD and v∈V(T); 
(2) H∩ 11 −− ababGm  = H∩ 11 −− ababGm , where a∈ )(moD , and b∈ a

mD  such that 
ab∈ )(mtD ; 

(3) H∩ 111 ][][ −−− abyGyab y  = H∩ 11 −− ababGy , where a∈ )( yoD , and b∈ a
yD  such 

that ab[y]∈ ))*(( ytD ; 

(4) =∩ −− 11
,, ))().().(( mabGHmab mabmmab δδ 11 −−∩ ababGH m , where a∈ )(moD  and 

b∈ a
mD  such that ab∉ )(mtD ; 
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(5) =∩ −−− 11

,
1

, ))().(][][).(( yabyGyHyab yabyyab δδ 11 −−∩ ababGH y , 

where a∈ )( yoD , and b∈ a
yD  such that ab[y]∉ ))*(( ytD . 

 
 

5 Subgroups of Fundamental Groups of Quasi Graphs of 
Groups 

 
In this section we introduce the concepts of  a quasi graph of groups and its 
fundamental group, and then apply Theorem 4.7 to find  the structures of the 
subgroups of the fundamental groups of quasi graphs of groups.  

         
        In [2], Mahmood defined a quasi graph of groups to be a pair Φ = (Z, Γ), 

satisfying the following the conditions: 
        (1) Z is a connected quasi graph; 

(2)  Γ is a mapping from Z into the class of all groups; 
(3) the image of  x∈Z under Γ is denoted by xΓ ; 
(4) ee Γ=Γ  for every e∈E(Z); 

         (5) each e∈E(Z) is equipped with monomorphisms )(: etee Γ→Γλ and 

)(: eoee Γ→Γλ ; 
         (6) if  e∈E(Z), ee = , then there is an element ea eΓ∈  and an  automorphism 

eee Γ→Γ:α such that 2
eα  is an inner automorphism determined by ea , and ea  is 

fixed by eα . That is; )( ee aα = ea , and 2
eα ( 1) −= eeaaaa  for all ea Γ∈ . 

 
         Notation. For each a eΓ∈ , let e

e aa =)(λ , e
ee a ∂=)(λ and e

ee Γ=Γ )(λ .  
It is clear that )(et

e Γ≤Γ , and )(eo
e Γ≤Γ . 

         
         Definition 5.1. Let Φ(Z,  Γ) be a quasi graph of groups,Λ be a maximal subtree of 

Z, and A be an orientation of Z.  
         The fundamental group π of Φ(Z,  Γ) is defined to be  the group of the 

presentation  
 

        
q

qqpprr

q

rqqpprr

∂=

=Γ=ΓΓ=ΓΓ=ΓΓ
Γ

−−−

2

111
v

v

,1,..,..,..),rel(
rq,p,),gen(  

 
         = qqqpprr qqqpp ∂=Γ=ΓΓ=ΓΓ=ΓΓΓ −− 211

vv ,..,..,),rel(qp,),gen(  
 
         where v∈V(Z), p∈A-E(Λ ), pp ≠ , q∈A-E(Λ ), qq = , and r∈E(Λ ).  
        The terms of the presentation are defined similarly as those of the notations of 

Theorem 3.4 as follows. 
         (1) )()( vv relgen ΓΓ  stands for any presentation of vΓ , where gen( vΓ ) 
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is the set of generating symbols and rel( vΓ ) is the  set of  relations of  the 
presentation of vΓ ; 
(2) rr Γ=Γ  stands for the relations )()( rr gwgw = , rg Γ∈ , where )( rgw  
and )( rgw are words in the generating symbols of gen( )(rtΓ ) and  

gen( )(roΓ ) and  of values rg and rg  respectively; 

(3) pp pp Γ=Γ −1..  stands for the relations )().(. 1 pp gwpgwp =− , pg Γ∈  

where )( pgw and )( pgw are words in the generating symbols of gen( )( ptΓ ) and 

gen( )( poΓ ) of values pg and pg respectively.  

(4) qq qq Γ=Γ −1..  stands for the relations )))((().(. 1 q
q

q gwqgwq α=− , qg Γ∈  

where )( qgw and )))((( q
q gw α are words in the sets of  generating symbols of 

gen( )(qoΓ ) of values qg and q
q g))((α respectively 

(5) eq ∂=2  stands for the relation )(2 ewq ∂= , where )( ew ∂  is a word in the 
generating symbols of gen( )(qoΓ )  of value e∂ . 
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Facts. For each e∈E(Z), let et be the value of e in π where no confusion will be 
caused by the notations et and t(e). Then the following hold. 
 (1) π is generated by elements et and g, where g∈ vΓ and v∈V(Z); 
(2) et ∉ vΓ , v∈V(Z); 
(3) 1=et  if e∈E(Λ ); 
(4) =−1

e
e

e tgt eg  if  ee ≠ , g∈ eΓ ; 
(5) =−1

e
e

e tgt e
e g))((α  if  ee = , g∈ eΓ ; 

(6) e
et ∂=2  if  ee = , g∈ eΓ ; 

(7) e
e

e
e tt Γ=Γ −1 ; 

(8) e
e

e
e tt Γ=Γ −1  if  ee = . 

 
Similar to the notations stated in Definition 4.2, we introduce the following 
notations needed for the  proof  the main result of this section. 
 
 
 
Notations. For g∈π, v∈V(Z), e∈E(Z), and a subgroup H  of π,  let vD  be a 
double coset representative system for π mod (H, vΓ ), and g

eD  be any double coset 
representative systems for )(eoΓ  mod( Hggeo

1
)(

−∩Γ , eΓ ) containing 1, but 

otherwise arbitrary. Furthermore, if a∈ )(eoD , and b∈ a
eD , let eabt ∈ )(etD  be the 

representative of eabt  in )(etD , eabt ∈ eabt
eD  be the representative of eabt  in eabt

eD  

and e
e Γ∈γ such that 

11

,
−−

= eeeeeab abtabtabt γδ ∈H. 
 
Theorem 5.2. Let Φ(Z,  Γ) be a quasi graph of groups, π the fundamental group of  
Φ(Z,  Γ) Λ be a maximal subtree of Z, A be an orientation of Z, and H be a 
subgroup of π. Consider the edges p∈A-E(Λ ), pp ≠ , q∈A-E(Λ ), qq = , and 
r∈E(Λ ).Then 
(I)  H is generated by the elements of the following forms: 
(1) The generators of H∩ 1−Γ aa v , where a∈ vD , v∈V(Λ ); 
(2) rab,δ , where a∈ )(roD , and b∈ a

rD  such that ab∉ )(rtD ;  

(3) pab,δ , where a∈ )( poD  and b∈ a
pD  such that )( ptp Dabt ∉ ; 

(4) qab,δ , where a∈ )(qoD  and b∈ a
qD  such that qabt ∉ )(qoD , and  

11 −−Γ∩ ababtH q
q  = ∅; 

(5) qab,δ , where a∈ )(qoD  and b∈ a
qD  such that qabt ∉ )(qoD , and  

11 −−Γ∩ ababtH q
q ≠ ∅. 

(II) H has the presentation RS , where S is the set of generating symbols of the 
following forms: 
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(1) The generating symbols gen(H∩ 1−Γ aa v ) of H∩ 1−Γ aa v , where a∈ vD  and 
v∈V(Λ ); 
 
(2) The symbols of the form ab(r), where a∈ )(roD  and b∈ a

rD  such that ab∉ )(rtD ;  
 
(3) The symbols of the form ab(p), where a∈ )( poD  and b∈ a

pD  such that 

pabt ∉ )( ptD ; 
 
(4) The symbols of the form ab(q), where a∈ )(qoD  and b∈ a

qD  such that 

qabt ∉ )(qoD . 
R is the set of relations of the following forms: 
 
(1) The relations rel(H∩ 1−Γ aa v ) of H∩ 1−Γ aa v , where a∈ vD  and v∈V(Λ ); 
 
(2) H∩ 11 −−Γ abab r  = H∩ 11 −−Γ abab r , where a∈ )(roD  and b∈ a

rD  such that 
ab∈ )(rtD ; 
 
(3) H∩ 11 −−Γ abab p  = H∩ 11 −−Γ abab p , where a∈ )( poD  and b∈ a

pD  such that 

pabt ∈ )( ptD ; 
 
(4) H∩ 11 −−Γ abab q  = H∩ 11 −−Γ abab q , where a∈ )(qoD  and b∈ a

qD  such that 

qabt ∈ )(qtD  and 11 −−Γ∩ ababtH q
q  = ∅; 

 
(5) =Γ∩ −− 11

,, ))().().(( rabHrab rab
r

rab δδ 11 −−Γ∩ ababH r , where a∈ )(roD  and 

b∈ a
rD  such that ab∉ )(rtD ; 

 
(6) =Γ∩ −− 11

,, ))().().(( pabHpab pab
p

pab δδ 11 −−Γ∩ ababH p , where a∈ )( poD  and 

b∈ a
pD  such that pabt ∉ )( ptD . 

 
(7) =Γ∩ −− 11

,, ))().().(( qabHqab qabx
q

qab δδ 11 −−Γ∩ ababH q , where 

 a∈ )(qoD  and b∈ a
qD  such that qabt ∉ )(qoD  and 11 −−Γ∩ ababtH q

q  = ∅; 
 
(8) =Γ∩ −− 11

,, ))().().(( qabHqab qabx
q

qab δδ 11 −−Γ∩ ababH q , where 
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a∈ )(qoD  and b∈ a

qD  such that ab qt ∉ )(qoD  and 11 −−Γ∩ ababtH q
q ≠∅; 

(9) 112))(( −−∂= ababqab q , where a∈ )(qoD  and b∈ a
qD  such that 

11 −−Γ∩ ababtH q
q ≠ ∅.  

 
Proof. The theorem can be proved if we construct a tree on which π acts with 
inversions, and then apply Theorem 4.7. 
In [3], Mahmood constructed a tree denoted Ω as follows. 
V(Ω) = {[g, v]: v∈V(Z), g∈π}, and E(Ω) = {[g, e]: e∈E(Z), g∈π}, where  
 [g, v] = (g vΓ , v), and [g, e] = (g eΓ , e). 
The inverse and the terminals of the edge [g, e] are defined as follows. 

],[],[ egteg e= , )],(,[],[ eogtego e= and )](,[],[ etgegt = . 
For  f∈π, v∈V(Z), and e∈E(Z), define f[g, v] = [fg, v], and f[g, e] = [fg, e]. 
If ee = , then ],1[],[],[],1[ etetete eee === . This implies that π acts on Ω with 
inversions. The π stabilizers of [g, v] and [g, e] are 1

],[
−Γ= gg vvgπ , and 

1
],[

−Γ= gg e
egπ . The tree of representatives 0Ω  for the action on of π on Ω  is 

defined as V( 0Ω ) = {[1, v]: v∈V(Z)}, and E( 0Ω ) = {[1, e]: e∈E(Λ )}. 
In view of Proposition 3.2, the representative of the vertex [g, v] is  
[g, v]* = [1, v]. 
The transversal 1Ω for the action on of π on Ω  consists of all edges of the 
form ],[ ete , e∈E(Ω), with addition to their inverses ],[ ete = ],1[ e , and their 
terminals )],(,1[],[ eoeto e = and )](,[],[ ettett ee = . Then  ( 0Ω ; 1Ω ) is a 
fundamental domain for the action of π on Ω . 
The structures of the sets of edges 0E ( 1Ω ), 1E ( 1Ω ), and 2E ( 1Ω ) introduced in 
Definition 3.1 are as follows. 

0E ( 1Ω ) = E( 0Ω ) = { ],[ ete = [1, e]: e∈E(Λ )}; 

1E ( 1Ω ) = { ],[ ete : e∈A, ee ≠ }, and 

2E ( 1Ω ) = { ],[ ete : e∈A, ee = }. 
In view of Definition 3.3, the value of the edge ],[ˆ ete e=  under π is ete =]ˆ[ . 
The π stabilizer of ],[ ete is e

e
e

eet tt
e

Γ=Γ= −1
],[π .  

The following procedures on Theorem 4.7 yield the proof of Theorem 5.2 as 
follows. 

           (1)  Replace v and vG  in (I)-(1), (II)-(1), and relations (2) by v and vΓ .    
           (2) Replace m and mG  in (I)-(2), and (II)-(2), and relations (2)  and (5)  
           by r and rΓ .  
           (3) Replace y, [y], yG , and ][][ 1 yGy y

−  by p, pt , pΓ , and pΓ  respectively  in  
           (I)-(3), and (II)-(2), and relations (3)  and (6).  

(4) Replace x, [x], and xG  by q, qt , and qΓ  respectively in (I)-(4), (5), (II)- (4), 
and relations (4), (7), (8), and (9).  
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The above procedures show that H has the given set of generators and the given 
presentation. This completes the proof. 
 
We have the following corollaries of Theorem 5.2. 
 
   Corollary 5.3. If  H∩ 1−Γ gg v  is trivial for every v∈V(Z) and every g∈π, 
then H is a free product of a free group generated by the edges  
p∈A-E(Λ ), pp ≠ , and cyclic groups of order 2 generated by the edges  
q∈A-E(Λ ), qq = . 
 
 Corollary 5.4. If  H∩ 1−Γ gg e  is trivial for every e∈E(Z) and every g∈π, 
then H is a free product of the groups vΓ , v∈V(Z) , a free group generated by 
the edges p∈A-E(Λ ), pp ≠ , and cyclic groups of order 2 generated by the 
edges q∈A-E(Λ ), qq = . 
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